
 

August 20, 2021 

Clearview Township Council and Staff:  

Re: 143 & 145 Mill Street Zoning By-law Amendment

With regards to the new development on Mill St., the BIA is pleased to see new 
investment and new development on Mill St. that will expand our retail capacity in 
addition to providing much needed additional housing.  

The Board of Management has been speaking to members of the BIA about the 
development and what follows are suggestions or concerns from our membership. 

Reduction of parking spaces 

-Members have expressed to us that the reduction of parking is a serious issue and one 
not to be considered lightly. Parking on Mill St. has been an issue for several years with 
tenants, business owners, staff and customers vying for parking spots within the 
downtown area.  The reduction of parking sets a precedent for future development on 
Mill St. and should be incumbent on the developer to ensure there is adequate parking 
for tenants as well as retail staff. Most of  9 parking spaces will be required for the use of 
the 4 apartment tenants in the likely assumption that at least some, if not all,  of the 
apartments will have more than one occupant. The planning document states that the 
Clearview Planning Department has rejected the use of cash in lieu for the reduced 
parking and is requiring a zoning amendment suggesting that the Planning Department 
does not consider the issue of a nearly 50% reduction to be a minor manner. 

- we support the notion that all dwelling should have a minimum of two spaces in 
accordance to the by-law s.2.14.2.1 

- furthermore, in s.2.14.2.2 the commercial minimum parking by-law requires further 
examination to determine if the developer has correctly calculated the number of 
parking spots needed to fulfil commercial development.  
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- Neighouring businesses will suffer as tenents and staff from this particular retail 
location will park in front of other businesses. This is currently the case on Mill St. 
and customers have often told us that they didn’t see any convenient parking so they 
decided to come back another time., thus losing valuable revenue for small 
businesses.  

- Neighbouring properties have requested that hhe developers ensure that snow 
removal is completely removed from the parking area and not pushed to the 
neighbours parking area.  

- There are other properties on Mill St. for sale and we would like to suggest that we 
hold all new developments to the same standard for parking.  A reduction will set a 
precedent for the future.  

Laneway - Right of Way Access 

- We ask that that special attention to paid to the back laneway (right of way) so that 
Home Hardware can continue to receive 48’ delivery trucks to their rear entrance.  

- It is our understanding that the laneway to the back is a designated fire route and 
should remain clear 

- Please take care to understand that there are sewer lines running under the right of 
way laneway.  

Garbage 

- The garbage compound as detailed in the developers plans appears too small for the 
new Simcoe County bins that have recently been provided. Each household and 
business is mandated to use these new bins resulting in upwards of 32 bins for this 
building. Bins will constantly be a nuisance to the beautification of Mill St. if tenants 
of the 8 units fail to bring in their bins before store opening.  

- We suggest that the developers pay for a private waste management service that 
supplies one or two large metal bins within your garbage compound and it is 
removed at the expense of the property management.   



Construction 

- Members have expressed concern over the construction zone and have requested 
that developers install hoarding around the zone. Beautification of the hoarding 
should be taken into consideration.  Developers should provide a budget to hire a 
local artist to create a mural or design on the hoarding in order to keep up with the 
beautification of Mill St.  We would like the hoarding around the Village Green to be 
used as an example.  

- Care should be taken to not block Mill St. throughout the construction and that 
trucks should not be parked on Mill St. or Elizabeth St. that would disrupt restaurant 
patio patrons at the Old Mill Pub or other businesses.  

Facade Design 

- Please consider bringing the store windows out to the sidewalk to provide better 
integration with the other heritage buildings on Mill St.  The recessed windows under 
an overhang will look dark and not inviting.  

- Developers should be aware of the sign by-laws and ensure that signs conform to the 
by-law. Hanging signs or perpendicular signs are preferred and examples can be seen 
at the Creemore Village Pharmacy and Heirloom142. 

- We would like to suggest that the brick colour integrate into the village and should 
match surrounding buildings. 

We remain available to discuss these suggestions with township planning staff or 
developers as required.  

Sincerely yours, 

Laurie Severn 

on Behalf of the Creemore BIA Board of Management


